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COPPER ARTIFACTS FROM THE ENGELBERT SITE

Helene R. Dunbar
Katharine C. Ruhl

Triple Cities Chapter
Case Western Reserve University
The Excavations *

The Engelbert site was discovered in the spring of 1967 when a contractor began removing gravel from a knoll
in the Susquehanna Valley near Nichols, New York, as part of the construction of the new Route 17 Expressway. The
entire top of the knoll, an area of about 400 x 600 feet, was found to be rich in archaeological remains including human
burials. The contractor, the Perini Corporation, agreed to reschedule the work so that salvage archaeology could be
carried out. This resulted in over a year's delay in the removal of the gravel knoll. Archaeological salvage operations
were completed in September, 1968.
During both the 1967 and 1968 seasons, the excavation project was directed by Dr. William D. Lipe of the
Anthropology Department, State University of New York at Binghamton (SUNY), with Mrs. Dolores Elliott, then a
graduate student, as full-time field supervisor. Labor, most of it volunteer, was provided by SUNY Binghamton graduate
and undergraduate students, by members of the Triple Cities Chapter of the New York State Archaeological Association,
and by interested local citizens. Funds were provided by the Tioga County Historical Society, the New York State
Museum, the National Geographic Society, the SUNY Research Foundation, and the Graduate School of SUNY
Binghamton.
The Engelbert site is a multi-component site. The first phase of human occupation was during the Archaic Stage
and is assigned to the Lamoka Culture of about 2500-2000 B.C. The Lamokans, lacking agriculture and pottery, probably
followed a seasonal cycle of hunting and collecting wild plant and animal foods. Their cultural remains consist
principally of numerous projectile points and coarse stone tools, such as choppers, hammerstones, milling stones and net
sinkers. Axes, adzes and a number of hearths were also found. No human burials from this period were preserved. The
single radiocarbon date (Y-2618) obtained from a hearth of this component was 3940 C-14 years.
Following the Lamoka occupation, the site was probably used only sporadically for several thousand years. It
once again became a favored place for Indian occupation during the Late Woodland Stage for which three successive
periods of occupation can be recognized: middle to late Owasco (about 1150-1300 A.D.), early prehistoric Iroquois
(about 1300-1450 A.D.), and historic Susquehannock (the late 1500's A.D.). Whether or not these occupations were
entirely separate or represent a continuum still remains to be determined. It does appear that the Susquehannock
occupation of the site post-dated the others by a number of years.
Most of the hundreds of large pit features found at the site relate to the Owasco-Iroquois periods when the
Indians were probably living there the year around. Although dependent on maize farming, they were still using wild
foods to a large extent. Most of these pits were probably intended for storing food, but they also served as refuse pits or
burial places when needed. In addition, a single row of post molds, probably the trace of the wall of a longhouse, was
encountered. The single radiocarbon date (Y-2616) obtained for an Owasco feature (F 239) was 1280±160 A.D.
*Portions of the following site description have previously appeared in New York Glaciogram. Department of Geology,
State University of New York at Binghamton, Vol. 3, No. 2, November, 1968, pp. 16-18.
COVER ILLUSTRATION: Burial 71, Feature 715, Engelbert Site. This burial contained 53 copper ornaments. An arrow
denotes the spiral and long tubular ornaments at either side of the head. These objects probably formed part of an
elaborate headdress. Additional arrows denote two of the circular ornaments found in the burial, as well as a few of the
smaller tubular beads. Two typical Susquehannock pottery vessels are visible to the right of the head of this individual.
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During the last period of occupation, the site was used only as a cemetery. The burials are readily identified as
Susquehannock by the distinctive shell-tempered pottery and objects made from trade copper included as grave offerings.
The location of the Susquehannock village for which the Engelbert site was the cemetery is still unknown.
The most outstanding feature of the Engelbert site was the large number of burials found there. In the two
seasons of excavation the remains of 175 individuals were recovered. (These included several burials excavated by
amateur archaeologists prior to the beginning of our field project.) Twenty-nine of the burials, however, had been to
some extent disturbed by earth-moving machinery. The skeletal material has been studied by Dr. Audrey Sublett,
Physical Anthropologist, of Florida Atlantic University. Dr. Sublett, accompanied by two graduate student assistants,
worked at the site during the month of June, 1968, and returned to complete their study in the SUNY Binghamton
Archaeology Laboratory in the summer of 1969.
Approximately 550 Late Woodland pit features, including burial pits, were excavated during the 1967 and 1968
field seasons. (This number included 30 features dug by SUNY Buffalo workers in the spring of 1967). Another 500 to
600 features were recorded but were not excavated before their destruction by gravel removal. Observation of these
features during their destruction by earthmoving machinery confirmed that most of them did not contain burials.
The Susquehannocks
Historically the Susquehannocks were an Iroquoian-speaking tribe in southern Pennsylvania, but they are
believed to have branched off from the ancestral Cayuga and then migrated down the Susquehanna River probably by
1580-1600. John Smith described them in 1608 (Cadzow 1936:17). At that time they were centered in Washington Boro,
Pennsylvania. Aided by the English and the Swedes, they engaged in fighting the Iroquois League over the fur trade.
Following defeat by the Senecas in 1675, they dispersed. Some Susquehannocks were adopted by the Senecas; others
wandered through Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania. About 1740, a group of these Susquehannocks formed a
settlement called Conestoga in Washington Boro. In 1763, however, they were wiped out in a village massacre by
renegade white men who mistakenly blamed them for raiding (Hunter in Witthoft and Kinsey 1959:8-18).
The Susquehannock Component
The Susquehannock cemetery at the Engelbert site is distinguished from the rest of the site by the occurrence of
abundant grave goods, including shell-tempered pottery and ornaments, probably of European trade copper and brass.
Most of the burials were lying in a fine yellow silt deposit about two feet deep which contained tiny charcoal flecks and
occasional flint chips. The area covered is estimated to be about 900 sq. ft. Since the rest of the site is entirely gravel, the
origin of the deposit is a complete mystery.
The area delineated as the Susquehannock component contained 12 features (Figure 1). Two of these were
Owasco refuse features, one of which contained a burial. Another feature (F 694A) contained Monongahela pottery as an
offering in a double burial (Burials 54A and 54B). All nine Susquehannock features were burials which contained typic al
Susquehannock pottery vessels as grave offerings: shell-tempered pots with tulip-shaped high collars, bearing incipient
castellations and incised with triangular and diamond motifs. Four of the Susquehannock features were double burials
and five were single interments. Seven of the nine Susquehannock features were contained in the yellow silt deposit.
Two Susquehannock burials, and the Monongahela burial, were just outside of this sandy area. The single radiocarbon
date (Y-2617) obtained from a feature of the Susquehannock component (F 716) was 1460±100 A.D. This date is too
early however, since the metal objects are smelted copper, containing impurities, which suggest that they are postColumbian.
A total of 60 copper artifacts were recovered from the Engelbert site. Fifty-eight of these objects were contained
in four burials; three of the Susquehannock burials and the one Monongahela burial. Fifty-three specimens (90%) were
found in an elaborate burial (Burial 71), Feature 715 (front cover). These included two long tubular pieces, several
circular and spiral ornaments, and 41 beads. The remaining two copper artifacts in the sample, a beautifully made celt
and an
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Fig. 1. The Engelbert Site in 1964. Blackened rectangle indicates the Susquehannock area. Contour interval is 10 feet.
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Fig. 2. Copper artifacts from the Engelbert site. Top row (left to right): bead (no. 2), Feature 830; curved tube (no. 6),
Feature 694A; flattened circular ornament (no. 5), Feature 716. Center right: spiral ornament (no. 4), Feature 715.
Bottom row (left to right): tube (no. 3), Feature 715; awl (no. 7) and celt (no. 1), exact provenience unknown.
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awl, were found on the surface north of the roadway following bulldozing activities. Although their exact provenience is
unknown, they were found some distance across the site from the Susquehannock component. These two tools, along
with five ornaments (Figure 2) from the copper-bearing burials, were submitted to Katharine C. Ruhl at Case Western
Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, for metallographic analysis.
Metallography
Metallography is a method for examining the physical structure of metals in specially prepared cross sections in
order to determine the thermal and mechanical treatment to which a metal object has been subjected. A small section was
cut with a jeweler's saw from each artifact to be analyzed and mounted in plastic. The exposed surface of the section was
polished with emery papers of an increasingly finer grade. After a final washing and polishing with diamond dust, the
metal sections receive a preliminary microscopic analysis to record flaws such as cracks, inclusions of slag, and the
presence of insoluble particles. Finally, each section was swabbed with a potassium bichromate etching reagent in order
to reveal other structural features. Grain size and microhardness measurements were also made on the Engelbert copper
specimens. (Table 1).
The Analyses
Artifact No. 1 is a celt (Figure 2, lower right). A section was made from one corner of the bit and mounted so
that the cutting edge could be seen. The metal is in a fully annealed condition with an exceptionally large grain size
(Figure 4). No work hardening is observed even at the cutting edge, although this would have made the celt a more useful
tool. A seam running near one surface from the edge was formed when a fin of metal was folded over during forging
from the original mass of copper. The extremely "clean" appearance of the metal, free from inclusions of copper oxide,
makes it clear that this object was forged from native copper, which had never been melted. Minerals included in the
original lump of copper have been broken up during forging and strung out into chains of rounded inclusions.
Considerable corrosion has occurred on the surface and along the seam in the: metal, penetrating deeply in some areas.
Artifact No. 2 is a small bead (Figure 2, top row, left), recovered from a double burial (Burials 91A and 91B) in
Feature 830. It was made by rolling a thin copper sheet into a cylinder. Its angular cross section suggested that the
cylinder had been formed while the sheet was in a heavily cold-worked condition (Smith 1965), which was confirmed
upon metallographic examination (Figure 5). An annealed structure has been severely distorted and, in many areas,
obliterated by forging, so that grain size was not measurable (Figure 6). The copper is full of small inclusions of copper
oxide as well as large angular glassy inclusions of a tin-rich compound, confirming that it is smelted copper (Figure 7).
Corrosion has made this object quite frail, as it has penetrated almost entirely through the thin sheet in some places.
Artifact No. 3 is a long tube (Figure 2, lower left), one of two such objects that probably formed part of an
elaborate headdress for the individual (Burial 71) in Feature 715 (Figure 1). Forty-six small tubular beads were scattered
throughout this burial and may have formed part of the headdress or may have been sewn to the clothing as ornaments.
The large tube is rolled up from copper sheet. In contrast to artifact No. 2, the cross section shows no angularity and the
metal is in a fully annealed condition (Figure 8). Grain size is fairly large. The oxide inclusions in this sheet are larger
and not as numerous as in some of the others, but it also indicates a smelted copper.
Artifact No. 4 (Figure 2, center, right) is one of two spiral ornaments that, along with the two tubes, formed part
of the headdress for Burial 71 in Feature 715 (front cover). The ornament was formed by coiling a copper rod into a flat
spiral. The interesting feature is that the round cross section of the rod was made by coiling together two strips of heavy
copper sheet (Figure 9). Corrosion has obscured the external evidence of this composite construction. The copper itself is
fine grained, fully annealed, and contains numerous copper oxide inclusions, large and small (Figure 10). It is probably
smelted copper. Although this ornament was found in the same burial as No. 3, the metal in the two objects differs in
grain size, distribution of oxide, and hardness (Table 1), showing that different pieces of copper were used as source
material.
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Artifact No. 5 (Figure 2, top row, right) is a flat circular ornament made from a copper strip. It is from the
double burial (Burials 82A and 82B) in Feature 716. As in No. 4, the desired thickness of copper was evidently not
available and the strip was made by folding thin copper sheet over and over and hammering it flat (Figure 11). The metal
is fine-grained and fully annealed and is apparently smelted copper, since it contains tiny oxide inclusions and larger,
rather angular ones, possibly sulphide. In addition, the inner layers of sheet have strings of bubbles along the grain
boundaries (Figure 12). This phenomenon, known as hydrogen embrittlement, can occur at annealing temperatures when
hydrogen diffuses into the metal and reacts with oxides, forming bubbles of water vapor. Corrosion has attacked the
outer layer of copper quite extensively.
Artifact No. 6 (Figure 2, top row, center) a curved tube was found in disturbed fill between the heads of the two
burials (Burials 54A and 54B) in Feature 694A. The bulldozer inadvertently cut too deep in clearing this area of topsoil.
Nevertheless, the object appears to have been associated with the burials. Not only was this double burial the most lavish
in terms of grave offerings at the site, but Feature 694A is also unique in that Monongahela pottery vessels were present.
Monongahela shares some as yet imprecisely defined relationship to Susquehannock pottery and may or may not
represent a different component from that of the Susquehannock burials (Crannell 1970:34). The copper tube found in
this feature appears fragmentary but, on close inspection, the ends do not really look broken. The edge of the sheet from
which the tube was made is, however, extensively cracked compared with that of No. 3, for example, which is even and
uncracked. It seems likely that cracking of the metal prevented the completion of this object to its intended shape. The
reason for this brittleness is visible in the microstructure (Figure 13). Hydrogen embrittlement has proceeded to an
extreme degree. There is a network of bubbles in the grain boundaries and most of the oxide originally present has been
consumed by the reaction with the hydrogen. The grain size is large, almost twice that of any of the other smelted copper,
which indicates that a higher temperature was used to anneal this object than for the others. As temperature is increased,
the degree of embrittlement from a given amount of hydrogen also increases (Smith and Haywood 1926:21; Ransley
1939:147).
Artifact No. 7 (Figure 2, bottom row, center) is a double pointed awl that was found, along with the celt, north of
the roadway, some distance from the Susquehannock component. The awl is square in cross section and, like the celt
(No. 1), is forged from native copper, as indicated by the freedom from oxide inclusions in the metal (Figure 14). The tip,
from which the section was made, remains in a slightly cold-worked condition, seen in the distortion of the grains and the
bent twin lines. The increased hardness due to this cold work made the awl a more useful implement. Corrosion has
been fairly extensive.
Discussion
The seven analyzed copper objects from the Engelbert site fall into two groups: two objects, Nos. 1 and 7, are
made from native copper, while the others, Nos. 2-6, are made from copper which had at least been melted at some time
and probably originally smelted. All the objects were shaped by hammering and annealing. In two cases, Nos. 5 and 6,
when a heavier cross section was desired than was already available, copper sheet was coiled to form the desired
thickness. This implies that the Susquehannock Indians did not know how to melt down copper to obtain a massive work
piece, but had to improvise with whatever thickness of sheet they could obtain. All but two objects, Nos. 2 and 7, were
annealed after final shaping.
The microstructures of the two native copper objects, the celt and the awl, resemble those of many Indian
artifacts from periods ranging from the Old Copper Culture to Hopewell (3000 B.C. to A.D. 700), during which long
time span the technology of copper-working remained essentially unchanged (Schroeder and Ruhl 1968:162). The huge
grain size and lack of cold work at the edge of the celt could indicate that it was included in a cremation, or perhaps its
originally intended function was as a ceremonial object rather than a utilitarian tool.
Similar native copper tools, while not common, have been found in New York State in a number of Archaic, and
Early and Middle Woodland sites (Ritchie 1965:31,178). The celt and the awl are identical to the Archaic Old Copper
Culture tools pictured in Fogel (1963:150) and
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were probably traded from the Great Lakes region, although we cannot be sure at exactly what time this occurred since
there was little stylistic change as well as no technological change in such objects over a considerable period of time.
According to Ritchie (1965:252-53), trade in copper tools and ornaments from the west all but ceased in the Late
Woodland Stage since native copper objects are rarely found in such a late context. Grassman, however, citing
Champlain's report of the exploratory voyage of 1610, gives some evidence that copper trade with the Great Lakes area
still continued at the time of contact:
Champlain again spoke with an Algonquin messenger who presented him with a "piece, of copper a
foot long which had been obtained on the bank of a river near a large lake where the metal was
abundant . . . . he said the metal was taken out in pieces, and when melted was made into sheets and
smoothed out with stones" (1969:16-17).
We believe Champlain's paraphrasing of his Algonquin informant's reference to the "melting" of native copper
to be an error of translation because all analyses of native copper implements to date confirm a pre-Columbian copper
technology that consisted solely of cold-hammering and annealing. In support of this argument, no remains of smelting
or melting in the form of crucibles, slag or ingots have yet been found on the North American continent in a preColumbian site.
The copper ornaments from the Engelbert site are clearly of a different composition as is readily seen in their
microstructures and inclusions. We are not aware, as of this writing, of any other analyses of North American Indian
copper artifacts made from copper, which was originally smelted. Probably this copper is European in origin, traded to
the Indians in some form of sheet, or cut from copper vessels (Witthoft and Kinsey 1959:112; Wray and Schoff 1953:60).
Spectrographic analyses may further reveal the nature and amount of these impurities and perhaps assist us in tracing the
metal to its source.
Metal ornaments such as spirals, tubular beads, and rings, as well as a variety of other simple forms, have been
recovered from several Susquehannock sites in the Washington Boro district of Pennsylvania, the Shultz, Strickler and
Ibaugh sites (Witthoft and Kinsey 1959:22,93, 112 and 137). Similar metal ornaments have also been excavated from a
number of Seneca sites in western New York State (Wray and Schoff 1953:55). In both areas, these objects are
predominantly of brass and are found as grave offerings in association with other European trade goods such as glass
beads, occasional iron implements, etc. The earliest brass and copper bearing burials in both the Susquehannock area of
Pennsylvania and the Seneca area of western New York date from about 1575-1595.
Metal was by no means common in the Susquehannock component of the Engelbert site. Less than one-half of
the burials assigned to this component contained any copper ornaments. The rest, with the single exception of Feature
715, probably the burial of an individual of higher status, contained only one, or at most two, small copper objects. This
scarcity of copper objects combined with the absence of other European trade goods, makes it tempting to infer that the
Engelbert-Susquehannock component dates from an earlier period of European contact, before western trade goods
became common. The single radiocarbon date from a feature of this component, F 716, lends some support to this theory.
Although the date is clearly too early (A.D. 1460±100), the range of deviation would bring it into the early contact
periods.
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Fig. 4. Artifact No. 1 General microstructure
showing large annealed grains and a string of
rounded inclusions. X80

Fig. 6. Artifact No. 2 Severely distorted metal
with glassy inclusions. X220

Fig. 5. Artifact No. 2 A sharp bend in the copper
sheet X110

Fig, 7, Artifact No. 2 A region where the grains
are still visible, though distorted, X220

Fig, 8. Artifact No, 3 General microstructure. X110
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Fig, 9, Artifact No, 4 Entire cross
section showing coiled construction, X10

Fig. 12. Artifact No. 5 Interior portion of sheet showing
hydrogen embrittlement. X220

Fig, 10, Artifact No, 4 General microstructure, X110

Fig. 13, Artifact No, 6 General microstructure with
extensive hydrogen embrittlement at the grain
boundaries. X110

Fig, 11, Artifact No, 5 Entire cross section of strip,
showing folded copper sheet, X15

Fig, 14, Artifact No, 7 General microstructure. X110
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REMINISCENCES OF A PREHISTORIAN

William A. Ritchie, NYSAAF

Life Member
Research Associate, Section of Man, Carnegie Museum
New York State Archaeologist Emeritus

Keynote address delivered at the 58th Annual conference of the New York State Archeological Association,
Rochester, N.Y., April 20, 1974.
My appearance here tonight to recount some of the major events of my long archeological career, might be
subtitled "the return of the native", for this is my natal city; or perhaps even more appropriately, "you can't go home
again". In the 25 years since I left the services of the Rochester Museum, to which however I have returned on numerous
visits, so many changes have taken place in the city, its environs, and even in the Museum itself, including the adoption
of a new name, that I come now as a stranger to my ancestral haunts. It is however comforting to find here at this superb
Museum many of the exhibits, which I planned and installed, and some of my old and dear friends.
I will divide my story into two parts-the early years while I was a Rochesterian, and the later years as State
Archaeologist at Albany, and trace in broad, concise outline my activities and principal contributions during each period.
I have often been asked why I chose archeology as a career. I usually answer simply that
I was probably dropped on my head as a baby. As far back as I can recall, at least into my early teens, I was consumed
with an interest in museums and had my own collections of Indian: artifacts, rocks, minerals, fossils, birds' nests, moths
and butterflies when I was about 12 years old and we lived in a big house at 273 West Ave., Rochester, now some sort of
an apartment building called "Westaire Manor", I believe. I think I entered archeology through the side door of history at
about age 14, when I joined the Lewis Henry Morgan Chapter as its youngest member, at the invitation of a good friend,
E. C. Kelley, who, on Sundays, took me to archeological sites around Rochester in his Model T Ford. At all times and in
every vicissitude my gentle and devoted mother gave patient encouragement to my interest.
I well recall the deep romantic feeling I had for archeology. As Matthew Arnold put it, "There rises an
unspeakable desire after the knowledge of our buried life"; the thrill of "far away places and long ago". Perhaps even
then I was essentially an escapist, as I have ever since remained, with a deep-laid longing to flee the "madding crowd”, to
return in fancy to the uncomplicated norms of aboriginal life.
The archeologist, probing the last frontier of romance, enters into a kind of dream world, apart from the dreary
desert, the bare and empty wasteland of reality, made ugly by the senseless brutality, greed and predation of the everincreasing human horde. This aspect of my thought and more formalized and mature philosophy is, however, developed
elsewhere in my major essay entitled, "Of Time and the Measure of Man."
During my high school days, fascinated by the Indian relic collections of the Rochester Historical Society,
housed with the newly formed Rochester Municipal Museum in part of a former State Industrial School building at
Edgerton Park, I volunteered my spare time to caring for them. The singular chain of events leading up to the creation
just before that time of the Municipal Museum, which comprised one floor of the old red brick structure, is a unique story
in itself.
My first arrowhead, or " mind-print of the oldest men," as Thoreau called them, was found when I was about 11
on Conesus Lake. Perhaps prophetically it was of the type I was years later to call a Lamoka point. The first real site I
discovered a few years later, on Woodchuck Hill near Scottsville, also eventually became one of my Lamoka culture
components. Incidentally, my career nearly came to an end during my first investigations at this site when an angry bull
chased me into the nearby Genesee River.
As the result of my long interest in the Municipal Museum, I was hired as librarian and assistant in archeology in
1924, under Curator Edward Putnam. I was at that time a student in the University of Rochester, Extension Division,
taking late afternoon and evening courses. Thus began for me a decade of 14 hour work days, which continued after
Putnam' s death and
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Arthur Parker's arrival from Albany as the new director in 1925. Combining university and museum work, I took two
degrees, made Phi Beta Kappa and Sigma Xi, excavated sites and processed the collections, wrote articles and reports,
installed exhibits, lectured, attended and read papers at professional meetings, etc., all despite several episodes of painful
illness. My only respite from a double job with very small pay, came when Columbia University offered me a Fellowship
for the Ph.D. degree, during the academic year 1939-40, and granted me the doctorate in 1944 with the long-delayed
publication of my dissertation, The Pre-Iroquoian Occupations of New York State.
In order for you to comprehend something of what was accomplished during those years, I must first describe
briefly the state of archeological knowledge in New York when I began my work in 1924.
In the mid-19th century, E. G. Squire made an earthwork survey of northern, central and western New York
under the joint auspices of the Smithsonian Institution and the New York Historical Society. Even at that early time, only
one of the then known burial mounds had not already been looted by treasure seekers, and many of the earthworks had
been partly or wholly destroyed by the plow. Squire's surveys resulted in well-made maps and measurements, the only
existing records of many earthworks long since destroyed. These were published in his Antiquities of the State of New
York in 1851. Squire correctly attributed earth-walled structures to the Iroquois, although we now know that their
immediate forebears, whom I have called the Owasco people, also made some. Surprisingly, Squire did not connect the
burial mounds of New York with the Mound Builders or Hopewellian mounds of Ohio in the exploration of which he
had pioneered with E. H. Davis in 1848.
Nearly half a century elapsed between Squire and the next serious student of New York antiquities, the Rev. Dr.
William M. Beauchamp of Baldwinsville, Onondaga County, who devoted much of a very long lifetime of more than 90
years to the pursuit of historical and prehistorical research, especially in central New York. Under the aegis of the State
Museum at Albany he examined many private collections of Indian artifacts around the State, superbly illustrated what
he deemed the important pieces, made voluminous records in a beautiful script, and prepared from time to time the
monographic studies which that Museum published between 1897 and 1905. While these now appear to us as artifact
catalogs, they have much value for distributional studies, and illustrate and record the locations of many important
objects later acquired by the State Museum, most of them subsequently lost in the State Capitol fire in 1911.
A further contribution by Beauchamp was his pioneer atlas of the State, entitled the Aboriginal Occupation of
New York, published in 1900, which was used almost verbatim by Parker in 1922 as the second volume of his
Archeological History of New York. The work is of use only as a source of site locations, because of the vague
descriptions of the artifacts found.
Beauchamp's brilliant perceptions had led him to surmise pre-Iroquoian diversity. He hypothesized an early
Eskimo culture intrusive from the Gulf of St. Lawrence to account for the presence of ground slate points and semilunar
knives in central New York. This concept was later adopted by Parker who postulated an Eskimo-like culture in 1922.
Almost unbelievably, despite all our new readily available knowledge, the idea of an Eskimo inhabitation of
New York and Vermont still survives among many collectors, especially in the northern part of these states, and even in
a fairly recent text book entitled Richard's Atlas of New York, by Robert Rayback, which is unfortunately in use in some
schools and colleges in our State.
In 1908, Beauchamp quite clearly stated his views, which represented the best archeological thinking of the
time, in the Past and Present of Syracuse and Onondaga County, He said, "There are three periods in the aboriginal life
of Onondaga. The first is distinctly prehistoric, when men came whom we cannot directly connect with those whom
Europeans found here.
"The next includes those of the Iroquois, who were here in prehistoric times, but who left such traces as to
establish a connection with the Onondagas of colonial and later days.
" The first are shown to have come from different directions, but their age and sequence are not so clear. Some
had vessels of potstone; others had none of these or even earthenware; others again earthen vessels, but none of the
Iroquois type.
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" They also had many articles which never have been found on Iroquois sites. We have some knowledge of the
direction from which many of these came; but none at all of the time in which they lived."
This shrewd, concise statement, which was never elaborated upon by Beauchamp to my knowledge, remarkably
foreshadows, in broadest perspective, the archeological sequence and chronology which really first began to take shape
when I undertook my excavations at the now famous Lamoka Lake site in 1925.
After Beauchamp, the next chapter in the evolution of the archeological history of New York State was written
between 1909 and 1924 by a corps of young men, George Pepper, Mark R. Harrington, Arthur C. Parker, and Alanson
Skinner, who were variously employed, temporarily or for long periods, by the American Museum of Natural History;
the Museum of the American Indian, Heye Foundation; and, in Parker's case, later by the New York State Museum. They
were the first field workers, focusing their excavations upon nearby coastal sites and, somewhat later, in the case of
Harrington and Parker, on the Iroquois. None was university trained and all were primarily concerned with acquiring
collections for their respective museums.
Of these men, most of whom I met in later years, Parker became my early mentor and indeed first boss as new
director of the Rochester Municipal Museum in 1925. From the time his administrative duties began there, I was
assigned all the fieldwork, with Parker paying an occasional visit to some of the excavations. Old traditions die hard, and
well do I recall his friendly admonition to me at the beginning of the early seasons of excavations, "Remember, Bill, the
Museum Commission wants the cases filled." So, indeed, at the dawn of my career, there was still very little problemoriented archeology in New York State or elsewhere, insofar as I am aware.
Parker early steered me off the Iroquois trail, his special preempted field, although he did no further field work
after our relationship began in 1925. The Iroquois, he maintained, were already too well known to require much
additional work. Despite this admonition, I did, over the years, work on a number of early and late Iroquois sites, and
have been honored by receiving the Cornplanter Medal.
The State Museum had recently published Parker's Archeological History of New York in 1922, which was then
the classic work on the subject and eagerly devoured by me. As most of you know, it comprised two volumes, of which
the second was a virtual copy of Beauchamp's Aboriginal Occupation of New York. Volume 1 was chiefly a collection of
Parker's earlier site reports, plus a few brief accounts by Harrington and others. All but two short papers were devoted to
Iroquois sites. This, the major section of the book, was prefaced by Parker's attempt at a cultural classification for the
State, the earliest effort of this kind on record.
Epitomized, this outline consisted of four main periods of occupation, viz., the Algonkian occupation, the
Eskimo-like culture, first proposed by Beauchamp, the Mound-Builder occupation, and the Iroquois occupation. Three
periods of Algonkian occupation were postulated, an early, middle and late. To convey to you some idea of the character
of this classification, may I read the description of the first Algonkian culture.
This, the earliest period of occupation of the State, "yields crude implements, large clumsy spears, steatite
pottery, some rough and poor grade pottery, occasionally a polished stone implement, net sinkers, large flakes of chert or
stone notched at the top for choppers, and now and then a grooved axe and celt. Only in very rare instances are any
implements of bone found. Probably no graves of this period have ever been found. This period seems to have been
influenced by the Eskimo." (Parker, 1922, p. 48).
I have analyzed Parker's scheme in detail in my doctoral dissertation, The Pre-Iroquoian Occupations of New
York State, published as Memoir 1 of the Rochester Museum of Arts and Sciences in 1944, and attempted to find some
partial and rough correlations with my postulated Laurentian Aspect, Hopewellian and Middlesex Foci, and of course,
Iroquois Aspect.
For Parker's three Algonkian periods there are still no possible correlatives with any of the five, progressively
larger and more complex, culture sequence and chronology classifications, which I have created on the basis of
continuing field explorations. The first of these five classifications was published in 1936 in my report on the Sackett or
Canandaigua site; the next
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in 1938 in my master's thesis, a greatly condensed version of whic h appeared as an article in American Antiquity, entitled
"A Perspective of Northeastern Archaeology." Then came the 1944 version, in the book already mentioned, followed in
1951 by "A Current Synthesis of New York Prehistory" in American Antiquity. The most recent classifications are in my
book, The Archaeology of New York State, 1965 and 1969, and in Aboriginal Settlement Patterns in the Northeast, coauthored with Robert E. Funk, and belatedly published in 1973.
Most of you are familiar with The Archaeology of New York State, and the settlement pattern volume will soon
become available, so you may make your own judgments as to what has been accomplished in our knowledge and
understanding of the prehistory of our State since my career began. You may be sure there is still more to come through
the continuing efforts of my successors in the field, both professional and non-professional, or as Louis Brennan calls
them in his most recent book, "citizen archeologists." Nevertheless, there is every reason to believe that the overall
picture is essentially correct and definitive in its present form. Our recent work on Martha's Vineyard and in Vermont,
and the researches of my colleagues within our State and in the adjacent areas of Canada, southern New England, New
Jersey and Pennsylvania have pretty well proved the validity of the principal archeological history, which we have
established in New York State.
Now, very concisely, I should like to recount some of the high points in my own career, which have served as
landmarks in the archeological picture, first for the earlier 25 years in Rochester, then for the following 22 years as State
Archeologist in Albany. I also wish to remark on the gradually changing emphases on goals and methods accompanying
the rapid developments in our acquisition of archeological data with each year's labors in the field.
The first few decades were doubtless the most exciting. Literally every find we made was novel, and every
season brought fresh discoveries of unknown or unsuspected cultures. Major sites still abounded for the finding, although
already many, especially the large Iroquois villages and cemeteries, had been ravaged. Each spring and fall I conducted a
site survey in different regions of the State, with such good results that it became a difficult decision, which site or sites
to select for the next season's excavations.Since we were building from scratch and had first to erect an historical
framework, I chose those sites, which promised the greatest novelty. From the very first, emphasis was laid upon
establishing artifact associations and upon stratigraphy as the key to assembling in chronological order, the new cultures
which were rapidly coming to light.
We were pitifully short on funds, manpower, and even equipment. Much of the labor was on a volunteer basis
and included some of the best assistants I have ever had. Among you tonight sit two of these, Charles F. Wray and P.
Schuyler Miller, and there may be others present. Each season a few hundred dollars were doled out a little at a time.
Good field gear was not obtained until W. P. A. funds became available for adequate camping, digging, surveying and
photographic equipment. We used our personal cars without mileage payment until around 1936 when the Museum
bought us a new station wagon.
But our energy was unlimited, we were driven by a burning desire to discover and interpret the mysteries of the
past. In fact, the morale was terrific, despite the hardships and long hours of driving labor, in rain, heat and cold, from
dawn to dark, which my helpers willingly shared with me.
Admittedly, it was at the start, very discouraging to have to contend with hostile politicians and starvation
budgets, or to return to the Museum after five months of living in tents, on hamburgers and other cheap foods, to find my
laboratory table covered with an archeological collection from a distant state, which the Museum could never use, but
which the Director could not resist buying from some itinerant pothunter with money we desperately needed in the field.
There were many other obstacles in those early years, which spanned the great depression and W. P. A. era; deep cuts in
already miniscule salaries, politicians bent on closing up the Museum permanently, and other difficulties, but we
survived and worked on.
The curtain opens in 1925 on the now famous and unique Lamoka Lake site, my first big operation. On the basis
of that work I postulated, in the site report of 1932, the now widely employed concept of an Archaic stage of aboriginal
life, with an antiquity for the Lamoka Lake site of at least 1,000 B.C. A State roadside marker with this guessdate still
stands near the
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site, and for many years elicited the scornful mirth of some of my colleagues who insisted I had missed the pottery and
agricultural traces and suffered a chronological hallucination. Since Libby's discovery of the radiocarbon dating method
in 1950, eight hearth samples, which I subsequently collected at the site, analyzed by three laboratories, have yielded an
average date of around 2500 B.C. for this classic station.
My original definition and description of the Lamoka culture was sustained 10 years later by our excavations at
the much smaller Woodchuck Hill and Geneva sites.
During his past two seasons' work on the Susquehanna flood plain near Oneonta, my former colleague and
successor as State Archeologist, Dr. Funk, has found at or near the base of several of his well-stratified sites, a Lamoka
level, unfortunately with projectile points only, C14 dated between about 2570 and 1800 B.C., thus supporting my prior
hypothesis that the Lamoka people entered New York from the south, via the Susquehanna and its tributaries, at least
4,500 years ago.
For many years I had been intrigued and baffled by the widespread occurrence over much of the State, of broad
side-notched projectile points, gouges, bannerstones, ground slate points and semilunar knives, sometimes found on the
same surface sites, usually, however, with many other kinds of artifacts indicative of much occupational intermixture.
Search for a subsurface, closed or single occupation site, went on for a decade, chiefly in the Genesee and St. Lawrence
valleys, where I vainly tested hundreds of surface sites. Then, guided by Beauchamp's publication on ground stone
implements, many of which he listed from the Brewerton area, I went to Brewerton in the spring of 1937, and within a
few hours had discovered not one, but two, large, deep and rich sites with many of the mystery artifacts, situated on
opposite sides of the Oneida River where it emerges from Oneida Lake. These, the Robinson and Oberlander No. 1
components, remain to this day the unique and classic stations of what I designated in my 1940 site report, after two long
seasons of excavation there, the Brewerton Focus of the Laurentian Aspect. The Laurentian tradition, as I now define it,
has a most significant place in the Late Archaic cultures of the Northeast.
It was during the second season's excavations in 1938, at the Oberlander No, 1 site, that I discovered the major
Oberlander No. 2 burial site nearby, and its habitation component, the Vinette site, both of which we excavated during
the following years, creating the basis of what I then called the Point Peninsula Aspect, later the Meadowood phase.
We also found and excavated at Brewerton the stratified Wickham site, with early and late Point Peninsula
components overlaid by a rich early Owasco habitation site. Altogether, we worked for five consecutive seasons, and
sporadically thereafter, at Brewerton, which I have termed the "Capitol of prehistoric New York State."
Soon after this work at Brewerton, our two seasons of excavations on the unique Frontenac Island site produced
a wealth of data on the interactions of the temporally overlapping Lamoka and Laurentian cultures and their physically
distinctive authors.
You will note that I have described as unique all four sites so far mentioned-Lamoka Lake, Robinson,
Oberlander No. 1 and Frontenac Island. Indeed they are; for in all the years that have passed since our discoveries on
them, and despite all our searches and those of others, no sites of these cultures even remotely comparable in magnitude,
richness or value of information have come to light. This statement is equally true for several of the other sites I shall
refer to, and it dramatically demonstrates how easily vital pieces of the archeological puzzle may be lost with the
destruction of a single site.
Burial mounds in the Genesee Valley and a burial site without an existing mound on Irondequoit Bay were
explored by us between 1930 and 1939, and laid the foundation for my definition of a Squawkie Hill phase related to the
Hopewellian culture of Ohio.
What I then described as the Point Peninsula Focus, later to be redefined in part as the Meadowood phase,
emerged from our excavations on several sites, chiefly the Wray site at West Rush, the Oberlander No. 2, Vinette and
Wickham 1 and 2 sites at Brewerton, several small components on Point Peninsula in the St. Lawrence Valley, and a
major stratified station on East Sugar Island in Rice Lake, Ontario.
During one of our two seasons of excavations at Rice Lake and in the Trent Waterway of Canada, I found and
excavated in 1948 at Picton, the only burial site ever professionally explored
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of the fascinating and still mysterious Glacial Kame culture. Incidentally, 14 years later, I was summoned from Albany to
excavate several graves of this same culture at Isle La Motte, Vt., in Lake Champlain, the easternmost known outpost of
the Glacial Kame people.
While at the Rochester Museum, researches into a very important Late Woodland culture, which I designated the
Owasco, occupied much of my attention. Excavations begun at the Levanna site in 1927, later to become the focus of an
infamous hoax, were followed by work on the Sackett or Canandaigua site, the Willow Point, Hilltop Workshop, Castle
Creek, Bainbridge and lesser stations in the Susquehanna and Chenango valleys, the large Wickham 3 site at Brewerton,
the Bell-Philhower site in New Jersey, and many smaller settlements.
From these excavations I elucidated an Owasco cultural continuum, beginning on the Levanna level and
terminating with the Castle Creek stage of development, in which I discerned Iroquoian influences. Continuation of our
Owasco explorations on many more sites after I moved to Albany, to which I shall later refer, fulfilled a bold prediction
in 1952 by Richard S. MacNeish, that Owasco would prove parental to certain Iroquois cultures.

While at the Rochester Museum, Iroquois sites, early and late, were not neglected in our activities.
A whole series of prehistoric burial components were salvaged as they were brought to light by gravel
digging in the Scottsville, Avon, Caledonia, Henrietta and Chili areas. Some of these yielded
paleopathological remains of extraordinary interest, some of which I have published upon.
A remarkable find on the Alhart farm near Churchville was the site of a prehistoric Iroquois village that had
been destroyed by a forest fire, which had carbonized bushels of corn and beans stored in part in bark barrels in
underground granaries. Of the historic period our largest excavation was at Dutch Hollow, but significant contributions
to Iroquois history were accomplished at a late Cayuga site at Hunter's Home in central New York, at Geneseo and
Canawaugus in the Genesee Valley, and elsewhere.
I shall not attempt even to enumerate the many monographs, reports and papers which I published while at
Rochester in the Researches and Transactions of the New York State Archeological Association, the Research Records of
the Rochester Museum, American Antiquity, and other journals, in addition to my book on The Pre-Iroquoian
Occupations of New York State. One study in particular, done with Richard S. MacNeish, should receive special mention.
This is our "Pre- Iroquoian Pottery of New York State", published in American Antiquity in 1949. Like my Typology and
Nomenclature for New York Projectile Points, issued by the State Museum and Science Servic e in 1961 and in a revised
edition 10 years later, it has had a very wide usage.
The Rochester Museum period of my career, between 1924-49, was one of intense discovery and culture
classification. Archeological interest in the Eastern United States was focused during much of this period on taxonomy,
or the formulation of a system devoted to the historical ordering of the data into a rather rigid framework known as the
Midwestern Taxonomic Method, whose chief architect was W. C. McKern. Several conferences were held in the
Midwest, in which I participated, prior to the 1939 publication in American Antiquity of McKern's paper. Predictably, I
applied this taxonomy to my first several culture sequences for New York, in 1936, 1938, 1944, and with modifications,
as late as 1951. Although considerable criticism of the McKern method developed, chiefly because of a certain lack of
flexibility, it must be remembered that what was needed most in those days was a firm structure to support the rapidly
accumulating data, and the McKern formulation was a keystone in American archeology.
In 1953 and again in 1958, Willey and Phillips published a different method and theory in American archeology,
and this, in large measure, formed the basic scheme employed by me in my 1965 book and in later publications.
Until 1950, with Libby's discovery of the radiocarbon method of dating archeological materials, all attempts at
an actual chronology were simply guesswork. The relative chronology of most of the respective cultures we had
discovered was provided by stratigraphic data, which I had stressed from the first, but invariably, in common with my
colleagues throughout the country, my age estimates were much too conservative. This despite my guess-date of 1,000
B.C. for the Lamoka site in the early 30's and my footnote statement in the Frontenac Island report
of 1945, where I remarked as follows:
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"The writer is unfavorably impressed with the current tendency to compress all sequences above the old lithic
(Paleo-Indian) cultures into the last 2,000 years. The hiatus so created would doubtless be greatly reduced were proper
recognition given to the immense horizontal range, vast archeological accumulations pertaining to, and notable
differentiation observable in the sundry cultures attributed to the Archaic horizon as here conceived, all implying,
especially in view of the relative isolation of the units undergoing change, a time span to be estimated in millenia rather
than in centuries."
It is safe to assert that the C14 method of analysis completely revolutionized archeological " thinking
everywhere.
While slowly moving up the ladder at the Rochester Museum from Assistant in Archeology to Assistant
Archeologist to Archeologist to Curator of Anthropology, several attractive offers of good positions came to me from
time to time, for example, Curator of Anthropology at the Ohio State Museum, under Henry Clyde Shetrone; a similar
post at the Public Museum of Milwaukee, under W. C. McKern; a faculty position at the University of Pennsylvania,
offered by Frank G. Speck, partly on the basis of my many years of teaching several courses in anthropology at the
University of Rochester, Extension Division. But I stayed on at Rochester, in part because my wife, Beatrice, was
reluctant to move to the Midwest, her home and ties being in New England, partly because each outside offer of a better
position and salary was promptly and mysteriously approximated by the Rochester Museum officials, who otherwise
rarely found funds for salary increases, but mostly because of my pure fascination by the apparently limitless new
discoveries I was making in the New York field. This was my real treasure, and "where your treasure is there will your
heart be also."
But finally there came a day when the chance to broaden my researches in the Northeast irresistibly appeared in
the offer of the position of State Archeologist of New York at the State Museum and Science Service in Albany, then
directed by Dr. Carl E. Guthe, an old friend. So in August, 1949, while still in the field in the Mohawk Valley with
Rochester Museum equipment and a party composed of some assistants on the Rochester Museum payroll, some
employed by the State Museum, I left my native haunts and many friends to begin the second stage of my career.
The Albany years, 1949 to April 1971 when I retired, were equally busy and productive. Again, I shall allude to
only the chief events and contributions.
Perhaps it will be of some interest to note that no archeological work had come out of Albany since Parker's day.
His successor, and my immediate predecessor, who was still there when I arrived, had rarely removed his coat and vest
during a quarter of a century. Consequently, the acquisition of field gear had to begin all over again. But the State had
more money and moved more rapidly than the City of Rochester, I'm glad to say, in the salary field as well, with
scheduled and progressive raises.
Another very helpful factor was the greater accessibility of grants. I had had a few in Rochester to aid in out-ofstate work in Canada and New Jersey, but I was able to obtain more and larger grants in Albany both for my in-state and
out-of-state projects, since "nothing succeeds like success," and I never failed to make good on a grant, either in research
results or in prompt publication. This aid came from several sources, such as the Wenner-Gren Foundation, American
Philosophical Society, National Science Foundation, and several private grantors.
With this kind of assistance I was now equipped for projects demanding more manpower, such as settlement
pattern studies. There was at that time a widespread interest in this phase of research, spearheaded by Gordon Willey's
brilliant results in the Viru Valley in Peru. Another contributing factor, I believe, was Walter Taylor's critical essay, "A
Study of Archeology," published in 1948 in the American Anthropologist. Called the “ conjunctive approach;” this
demanded the archeological study of whole cultures from the anthropological viewpoint. Parenthetically, it is interesting
to note that Taylor has never, to my knowledge, published an actual~ archeological report containing an application of
his theoretical methodology, probably because, due to the inherent nature of archeological data, it is virtually impossible
to achieve, as I was to learn when I applied it, insofar as the evidence permitted, in the preparation of my book, The
Archaeology of New York State.
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Settlement pattern studies figured prominently in much of my work out of Albany. I returned for further
explorations on several old sites, Frontenac Island in 1953, Lamoka Lake in 1958 and 62, and Sackett in 1959. Most of
our new excavations on other sites were aimed at settlement pattern studies. I also conducted such work on Martha's
Vineyard for parts of four seasons, beginning in 1964, and on the central coast of Maine in 1968. Some of these findings
appeared in my 1965 book, revised in 1969, the same year in which the Natural History Press also published my
Archaeology of Martha's Vineyard: A Framework for the Prehistory of Southern New England. The fullest account,
however, is in the long-delayed book, Aboriginal Settlement Patterns in the Northeast, Memoir 20 of the State Museum
and Science Service, of which Robert Funk is junior author. Bob Funk joined me as Junior Scientist, Archeology, in
1960, to begin a decade of close cooperative, mutually beneficial, and most amicable relationship.
To the Albany years belong my initial studies of the Paleo-Indian, beginning with the Reagen site in northern
Vermont, and summarized in my monograph, Traces of Early Man in the Northeast, a 1957 State Museum and Science
Service bulletin.
In 1951 and the following year, I made spectacular discoveries at Muskalonge and Red Lakes in northern New
York, leading to my formulation of the Meadowood phase and to the hypothesis of an Early Woodland burial cult in the
Northeast, published in 1955.
On Long Island, also in 1955, I began several seasons' work during which we excavated the first habitation site
of the Orient phase at Stony Brook, reexamined two of the pillaged Orient cemeteries, and excavated an older site at
Wading River. This site revealed the existence of a Late Archaic complex of the so-called " small stemmed point"
tradition. In 1964 this was to be further elucidated by Funk in his Sylvan Lake complex in the Hudson Valley, and
simultaneously by me on Martha's Vineyard in my closely related Squibnocket complex. These Long Island researches
were described in my report, Bulletin 372 of the State Museum and Science Service in 1959.
I conducted a preliminary survey of the Hudson Valley, which was published by the State in 1958. This was
later to be elaborated and partially modified by Dr. Funk in his dissertation, which is now in press. In the lower valley,
Louis Brennan has also contributed significantly to knowledge of Hudson Valley prehistory.
While at Albany we were able to add very important new data to the Archaic of the eastern area, the earliest
manifestation being the Vergennes phase of the Laurentian tradition. We excavated at the KI site and at two other
components, all on Otter Creek, Vermont. Our latest find on one of these sites included refuse animal bone, the first such
material recorded from a Vergennes station, on which a radiocarbon date of 3120 B.C. ± 210 years (I-6349) was
obtained, a figure very close to my previously published estimate of the antiquity of this culture.
I also formulated the River phase from our excavations on the River and Bent sites in the Hudson and Mohawk
valleys, respectively; the terminal Archaic Snook Kill phase; and the Frost Island phase of the Transitional stage, the
latter based chiefly on my work at the O'Neil site on the Seneca River.
Other additions to our ever expanding culture sequence and chronology for New York included the early Point
Peninsula Canoe Point phase, based on my excavations in Canada, at Canoe Point on the St. Lawrence River in Jefferson
County, and at the stratified O'Neil site in central New York. My formulation of the middle and late Point Peninsula
phases, namely, the Kipp Island and Hunter's Home, resulted from my excavations at Jack's Reef, Kipp Island, Bluff
Point, and Hunter's Home, all in central New York.
In eastern New York, Funk's excavations added a new chapter to the Middle Woodland occupation of this area,
most significantly the Fox Creek phase.
Very important new data were also added to our continuing studies of the Late Woodland Owasco culture, with
excavations which I conducted on the Snell site in the Mohawk Valley, the Bates site on the Chenango River, the
Wickham 3 and Maxon-Derby sites in central New York, the Nahrwold site on Schoharie Creek and the Roundtop site in
the Susquehanna Valley, to name the most important.
During my Albany years we contributed to the Iroquois story in central and eastern New York with excavations
on the Chance, Deowongo Island, Kelso and Getman sites of the earlier
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stages, and to the late Mohawk development leading into the historic period with Funk' s excavations at Garoga, Smith,
Klock and Rice's Woods.
Over the many years of research that I have been describing, I have witnessed and participated in a number of
major changes in the goals and interests of Eastern United States prehistory, some of which I have already alluded, to.
The long-prevailing emphasis on the acquisition of museum collections was nearing its end when I began my work,
which stressed the achievement of regional sequences through excavations concentrated
Then came the dominant concern for taxonomic order, followed, as I recall, by a demand from the functionalists
to determine the uses to which such classes of artifacts as projectile points, stone "problematical" forms, etc. were put.
This led to more intensive studies of artifact typology and nomenclature. About then came the chronological
breakthrough. With the "conjunctive approach" came the insistence upon the study of whole cultures from the
anthropological viewpoint, of which settlement pattern studies early became a part.
Most recently, we have the "new" or "avant-garde" archeology, which emphasizes the use of statistics and
mathematical formulae in solving problems of social-scientific reconstruction. It also involves innovations and
improvements in techniques of search and recovery, and of computerized recording and analysis of data. To this extent it
represents much needed progress in archeological research and interpretation.

I am, however, frankly skeptical of certain aspects and assumptions taken by some of its practitioners. I
question, for example, the necessity of constructing hypothetical "models" prior to undertaking actual field research
in order to obtain meaningful results. I also doubt that human behavior in any age can be converted into a
mathematical science. Archeological research requires both inductive and deductive methods of reasoning and the
application of much common sense. No two sites are ever just alike and the routine usage of strict textbook
regulations to site excavations is often futile or actually destructive.
It seems ludicrous to me to find one of our better trained and respected young colleagues interpreting the activity
patterns at a particular component which has produced just three projectile points, two of them on the surface, and a
handful of flint chips. And hear this abstract from a recent article in American Antiquity:
"This paper argues that the recommendation by Fritz and Plog-that archaeologists adopt the DeductiveNomological model of scientific explanation-mistakes a conceptual explication for a substantive recommendation. This
misinterpretation results in the recommendation of tautologies. The detailed examination of this misinterpretation leads
to an investigation of logical inference, the justification of the D-N model, the theory-laden nature of archaeological
classificatory predicates, the epistemic status of the laws involved in this data-language, and the relation of the Fritz-Plog
research program to the problem of devising and verifying worthwhile hypotheses in archeology."
I suggest that archeology will be better served if more of its practitioners forsake the sanctuary of their office
chairs and "thinktanks", learn the use of the English language, and go forth with open minds to labor and sweat in the
field, as we have done, not in vain, I think you will agree.
BOOK REVIEW
The Study of Animal Bones from Archaeological Sites_, by R. E. Chaplin. Studies in Archaeological Sciences
No. 1: G. W. Dimbleby, Consulting Editor. Seminar Press, 1971, 279 pp. $5.95.
Donald Grayson

NYSAA Member-at-Large

R. E. Chaplin's "The Study of Animal Bones from Archaeological Sites" inaugurated the "Studies in
Archaeological Sciences" series edited by G. W. Dimbleby and published by Seminar Press. The quality of this volume
bodes well for the remainder of the series for, while not
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without fault, Chaplin's offering represents the best comprehensive introduction to the analysis of animal bones from
archaeological sites of which I am aware.
Chapter 1, the "Structural and Biological Properties of Bone," begins by providing a good introductory
discussion of the general structure of the vertebrate skeleton and of the development of individual bones. This discussion
succeeds in its goal of attempting to provide an introduction for those with "little or no experience." But for these folk
the inclusion of a simple diagram of a generalized mammalian skeleton (although the book is about all classes of
animals, it clearly focuses upon mammals) showing the location of each skeletal element would have been helpful. While
there is a separate chapter on pathology, the author points out here that there are several possible causes for the
deposition of extra bone, and wisely recommends that diagnosis of such depositions be left to a pathologist. About a third
of chapter 1 is devoted to a discussion of “Factors Influencing the Survival of Buried Bone”. The author notes that
customs involving butchering, the nature of the matrix into which the bone is deposited, and the condition of the bone
itself at the time of, deposition all affect bone preservation. I fully agree with the author's suggestion that persons dealing
with animal bone "look a little more closely at the conditions under which bones are or are not preserved; the findings
may be unexpectedly rewarding" (19). Some looking has, in fact, already been done: Brain (1969) has briefly examined
the relationship between the structural strength of bone and its survival through time; Guthrie (1966) has examined
differential preservation of large mammals in Alaska; and Lyon (1970) and Casteel (1971), among others, have
commented on the destruction of animal bones at archaeological sites by carnivores. Accurate quantitative assessment of
the relationship between the structural strength of bones and their preservation through time would shed much light on
the pattern of bone preservation at archaeological sites. Bone density measurements by radiographic techniques represent
a possible approach (see, for instance, Reich, Leviton and Felton 1958, Marchal 1948, and Mack, Brown, and Trapp
1949 for a discussion of bone density measurements by radiography).
Chapter 2 discusses the "Planning and Organization of Bone Studies." In a consideration of the financing of
osteological studies and of the difficulties of working abroad, Chaplin notes some of the problems brought about by the
need to transport large bone collections. Specifically, he notes that preliminary sorting must at times be done in the field,
resulting at best in seemingly minor disadvantages, but at worst in an "unknown degree of selection bias" (24), and
suggests that if all bones cannot be brought back for study they be reburied in stratigraphical groups. Although reburial in
such fashion is clearly preferable to simply discarding those fragments not deemed worthy of preservation, better yet is
the total preservation of all recovered bone. If the bulk of the collection makes it difficult to transport all material to the
institution where it is to be analyzed, it would certainly be best to store what is not transported in a local institution.
Reburying in stratigraphic groups is a compromise, which should be avoided, even though it is superior to the
unfortunate practice of discarding bone in the field. As Chaplin notes in a different context, every scrap of bone found
must be kept: "There is no room for argument on this point" (24). Chaplin then briefly considers archaeological site
sampling and notes techniques in use to preserve archaeological bone. This section could be considerably amplified. For
a bibliography on archaeological site sampling see Hole and Heizer (1973); for a discussion of preserving bone, see
Brothwell (1965), which Chaplin also references. The matter of removing and dealing with articulated skeletal material
in order to recover associated floral and faunal remains is also discussed. While Chaplin mentions the identification of
plant macrofossils and invertebrates in such contexts, it should be further pointed out that a number of pollen analyses
have been successfully performed on soil associated with previously excavated vertebrate remains (see Oltz and Kapp
1963 for an example of the pollen analysis of soil associated with a mastodon skull collected in the early twentieth
century, and Driemanis, 1968, for references to several similar studies). Subsequent analyses done on soil associated with
previously excavated faunal material provides an argument against overly ambitious cleaning of archaeological remains.
Chaplin then considers the labeling, packaging, and shipment of bones, arguing for careful treatment of materials to
ensure that they reach the faunal analyst unmodified. This small section is quite good. I would underline that bone should
not be sent in glass containers (I have received even well-wrapped glass containers in bits), and emphatically agree that
when
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traveling internationally bone should be packed so as to allow easy access to customs officials. I would add that all
bones, except for those felt to be too fragmentary to justify the effort, should be catalogued, just as are other remains
from archaeological sites. Personally, I will not attempt to work with an unnumbered collection, since the precautions
necessary to prevent mixing increase the effort needed to analyze that collection many times. Finally, I disagree with
Chaplin when he states that "Having received the material the only other thing which remains to be done before the
detailed studies can commence is to decide upon the programme of work and precisely what questions are to be answered
and the methods that are to be employed" (36). I do not wish to enter a discussion of problem orientation in archaeology,
but the questions to be answered should be formulated before excavation is begun, else we are likely to find that we have
not collected the data needed for their resolution: We tend to see only those things for which we look, and without proper
prior formulation of hypotheses we often do not look at all. Chaplin gets at this problem in Chapter 4.
"Bone Identification and the Establishment of Reference Collections" is the subject of Chapter 3. Although
Chaplin is not specifically concerned with problems of identification of specific bones, he does provide a general
sequence of steps to be taken in any bone identification, and places proper emphasis upon identifying bones only to the
taxonomic level at which such identifications can be secure, and not beneath such levels. Chaplin points out that large
comparative collections are needed to resolve finer problems of identification. Bones will often appear easily identifiable
to species level with only one or two comparative specimens available but, with the use of larger comparative
collections, will become referable only to generic or higher levels, as supposedly diagnostic characters are seen to be
highly variable. The waterfowl (Anatidae) provide an excellent example of this phenomenon (see Woolfenden 1961),
though all classes have taxa, which provide similar examples. Chaplin rightfully points out that illustrated manuals can
provide a useful adjunct to comparative collections, but that such manuals are not effective in and of themselves.
Examples of excellently prepared manuals, not referred to by Chaplin, include Olsen (1960, 1964, 1968, 1972), for North
America, and Schmid (1972) for Europe. It might be added that the zoological literature is replete with various detailed
osteological studies, some of which may be extracted from Walker et al. (1968). Chaplin's emphasis upon the use of
comparative collections is certainly correct and, as a faunal analyst dealing with vertebrate remains, I further agree that
unless one is fortunate enough to be associated with an institution, which has its own material, one must build up a
personal collection. Although directed towards a situation specific to Britain, Chaplin's approach to those animals which
should be included in a small comparative collection can be applied to any area. I have found that such a collection can
be built up rapidly by asking students, colleagues, and other acquaintances to bring you, or inform you of the
whereabouts of, dead animals which they have noted or which they have taken from their own pets. Road kills are
usually in very bad condition, but animals brought in by cats are often in excellent shape. Of course, unless one has quite
a large cat, only smaller animals can be obtained in this way. In the past, I have found personnel at National Wildlife
Refuges most willing to allow me to haul off dead animals, which they have located. Chaplin's selection on preparing
vertebrate material is brief but good; the best manual dealing with the collection and preservation of vertebrates of which
I am aware is Anderson (1965); Mori (1970) also contains suggestions concerning the preparation of osteological
materials, while workers in coastal situations might find Friedman (1973) of interest. Chaplin's warning to be careful in
handling dead animals should be heeded.
Chapter 4, “Techniques for the Study of Site Collections,” is one of the most important in the book, for it deals
with the methods employed to analyze clusters of animal bones from archaeological sites, methods too often neglected in
considerations of osteological faunal analyses. Chaplin begins by considering the cultural context of the bony material,
and partly corrects the impression given in Chapter 2 that the problems to be solved by the analysis of animal bones from
archaeological sites should be defined after the material has already been collected. Means of grouping the collected
bones into "study groups" are then noted, working units of various sizes being advocated (for instance, all remains from a
single period or phase of occupation on the one hand, and single pits from within this phase on the other.) The bones are
then analyzed according
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to these study groups. Chaplin notes that bones from animals may be scattered across a site, and that the formation of "
study groups," or clusters of archaeological bones to be analyzed as units, must take this scattering into account. More
detailed analysis of the formation of such " study groups" would strengthen the section greatly, since the means of
deriving clusters of faunal material which are then analyzed greatly affects the end product, as will be noted below.
Chaplin then turns to a consideration of the topics to be discussed in a report dealing with osteological faunal remains,
and to the detailed "examinations" required for this discussion. Fourteen such topics, tailored to deposits left by
populations heavily dependent upon domestic mammals, are presented. These topics range from "diet in general" and
"species utilized" to "husbandry techniques" and "livestock diseases"; the list would have to be greatly modified to fit
North American prehistoric sites. Eleven types of "examination" are also listed. These represent the detailed studies of
animal remains from archaeological sites which are needed to allow adequate discussion of the author's 14 topics. Six
examinations are felt to be crucial: "any report which fails to consider them must be regarded as incomplete" (61). These
six are: (1) the species represented; (2) the minimum numbers of animals present; (3) the minimum numbers of animals
determined for each of the bones of the body; (4) age of the animals at death; (5) anatomical and metrical estimation of
sex; and, (6) size of animal. I would not quibble with Nos. 1 and 2, but would rather see No. 3 augmented by a count of
specimens for each bone. Nos. 4, 5, and 6 are certainly of interest, but a North American faunal report, which did not
include them, would not necessarily be incomplete. Again, Chaplin's interests clearly revolve around domesticated
mammals. The crucial matter, however, as Chaplin indicates in other contexts, is that "one should do nothing
irrevocable" (58). Collections should always be preserved in their entirety so that future analyses may be based upon
them. No faunal analyst has ever completely studied any collection. Indeed, it is unlikely that any such worker has
performed all the possible analyses of which he was aware for a single collection, and newly evolved techniques will
certainly make even the best of today's work incomplete by tomorrow's standards. All bone from all sites must be saved,
even that which we feel will be of no value in the future.
Chaplin then considers the three methods which are most frequently used to analyze quantitatively animal bones
from archaeological sites: (1) the use of the number of elements (bone fragments) identified; (2) the use of the weight of
bone per species to calculate the total weight of meat obtained from each of those species; and, (3) the minimum number
of individuals needed to account for the bones identified for a single species. Chaplin provides an impressive list of
criticisms for the first two of these approaches, criticisms with which I generally concur. It should also be noted that in
using the number of identified elements, one never knows whether or not the units being manipulated-individual bone
fragments-are independent of one another, whether or not one bony fragment comes from the same individual as 10 or 20
or perhaps 100 or more other such fragments. This probable interdependence among identified elements invalidates the
use of statistical procedures, which assume independence among items and in itself constitutes an overwhelming reason
for defining and employing units, which are necessarily independent- of one another. Nonetheless, there are occasions
when the number of identified elements may be used to advantage (see, for instance, Thomas 1969). Chaplin prefers the
use of minimum numbers of individuals as the unit to manipulate in faunal studies because "The minimum number of
animals that the bones could have come from is an indisputable fact" (70). It might be added that minimum numbers
provide units which are necessarily independent of one another and which may, therefore, be validly used in further
statistical manipulation if other requirements are met. Chaplin provides easily followed instances of how minimum
numbers are determined, and maintains that such numbers provide a means of comparing faunal remains from different
archaeological sites. He argues that while numbers of specimens and methods depending upon bone weight do not allow
intersite comparisons, minimum numbers do. To this I respond with a qualified “ maybe.” As I have shown (Grayson
1973a), methods of determining minimum numbers differ from worker to worker (at least three such approaches are in
use) and minimum numbers derived from these different approaches are not necessarily comparable. Indeed, collections
from single sites analyzed in alternative fashions, using different criteria for determining the clusters of faunal material
from which minimum numbers are then determined, may yield minimum numbers of individuals which are significantly
different from one
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another statistically (Grayson 1973a). Thus, Chaplin's statement that minimum numbers provide a measure, which may
be used in intersite comparisons, must be taken cautiously. The statistics of faunal analysis are more complex than I think
most of us realize.
Chapter 5, "Age Determination from Bones," summarizes techniques available for aging animal bones from
archaeological sites. Eight categories of techniques are considered: tooth eruption and replacement, epiphyseal fusion,
closure of cranial suture, incremental structures, tooth wear, antler development, size and form (growth), and qualitative
features. While this chapter is short, references to more detailed discussions of some of these aging techniques is
provided. Regarding incremental structures, the study of growth rings in the teeth of domestic animals by Saxon and
Higham (1969) should be noted. While time consuming, studies of incremental structures deserve more attention than
they have gotten in the New World, especially since they are applicable to both domestic and wild mammals.
Chapter 6 presents a brief discussion of "The Use of Measurements," properly emphasizing the need for explicit
definition of all measured variables and for the use of measuring techniques, which give comparable results. The tools
needed to take accurate measurements are discussed, and suggestions are given for obtaining some of these tools
inexpensively.
" The Determination of Sex from Bones" is the subject of Chapter 7.Techniques for determining sex, again
focusing upon domesticated mammals, are surveyed, with attention given primarily to the role, which differences in size
of bones can play in assigning bony remains to sexual categories. Bone measurements, which are bimodal in distribution,
are probably best attributed to sexual dimorphism, as Chaplin argues. However, it is also possible that bimodal
distributions of single measurements or indices represent the effects of hunting males or females larger or smaller than
the population average. Thus, in certain instances, bimodal distributions may represent not simply the effect of collecting
both males and females, but instead stabilizing or directional natural selection (Stebbins 1966) in which extremes are
being weeded out of the population because they are being preferentially taken by humans. Whether such patterns are
present may be determined by comparing the distribution of measurements of the archaeological specimens to those of
modern forms.
The major moral of Chapter 8, "Bone Pathology," is that different diseases may cause similar symptoms, a moral
no less true of humans than of other animals, and that as a result the analysis of bone pathologies should be left to the
pathologist. Chaplin's approach thus involves the discussion of bone pathologies by category, with an indication of some
of the diseases potentially responsible for abnormalities of each category. These categories are: abnormalities of
development, metabolic disorders, hormonal disturbances, necrosis and inflammation, neoplastic and similar conditions,
bone discontinuities, and diseases of the joints. Further information concerning such abnormalities can be obtained by
seeking out the references, which Chaplin provides.
Chapter 9, " The Interpretation of Bone Evidence," presents two examples of the interpretation of osteological
faunal materials, one concerning a 9th century A. D. Saxon site in London, the other a medieval workshop from
Coventry. Both of these examples are of interest, though the analysis of 37 horn cores from Coventry stumbles because
of the small sample size. Here, 37 horn cores are divided into four morphological groups, the measurements of 33 of
these cores are plotted by morphological group, and inferences concerning the sex of the members of the two most
populous of these groups (12 and 16 specimens each) are then made. These inferences, based upon such small samples,
are not at all convincing.
Finally, Chapter 10 considers "Animal Remains as Indicators of Past Environments." Five
major
European
vegetation zones, with associated fauna, are defined, and it is argued that the past zonal location of archaeological sites
may be discovered by comparing the fauna present in the site with that of each of these major zones, as they are known
today. While this approach may be valid, better ecological resolution than this can be provided by the analysis of animal
bones from archaeological sites, as many faunal studies have shown (see, for instance, Aikens 1972 or Grayson 1973b).
Chaplin further argues that it is dangerous to apply the ecological attributes of modern species to older populations of
that species, since ecological requirements may evolve through time, and it is suggested that the environmental
parameters affecting the presence of a species at any one time may be gotten at through archaeological data. Thus, the
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archaeologist can test the hypothesis of ecological continuities through time, and these hypotheses, if confirmed, can then
be used with more assurance by others. It is noted that small mammals provide better indicators of microclimates than do
large ones, although they are less often recovered. While Chaplin does not discuss the recovery of small mammal
remains, most archaeologists would agree that flotation techniques (Streuver 1968; Jarman, Legge, and Charles 1972)
should be applied to all sites in an attempt to recover as complete a sample as possible of the floral and faunal remains
which exist at those sites, and that excavation of sites without the application of these techniques is incomplete. Chaplin
then briefly considers marine mammals and reptiles, amphibians, and fish as environmental indicators. These last three
classes of animals are given almost no attention by Chaplin throughout the volume, a major shortcoming of this domestic
mammal-oriented offering. While amphibians and reptiles are not often recovered in great numbers from archaeological
sites, fish are frequently heavily represented (see, for instance, Casteel 1972, or the numerous studies by Follett-for
instance, Follett 1972). Chaplin spends a-little more time discussing birds, though they, too, receive less attention than
they deserve. For examples- of the analysis of bird bones from archaeological sites, see for instance, Grayson (1973b), or
the classic but neglected study of Howard (1929).
In sum, Chaplin's volume is by far the best introduction to the study of animal bones from archaeological sites,
which exists. While very heavily oriented to the study of domesticated mammals, the general principles enunciated in the
book are by and large applicable to all mammals and, to a lesser extent, to all classes of vertebrates. The book is well
organized, well written, and each of its chapters forms a concise (though at times too concise) introduction to the topics
considered. Perhaps most surprising, and notably unlike some other offerings in the Studies in Archaeological Sciences,
this volume is reasonably priced. For once, the statement on the book jacket is not misleading: both those involved with
the evaluation of faunal data from archaeological sites and those approaching osteological faunal analyses for the first
time may benefit from reading this work.
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AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECONNAISSANCE AT THE PIETER CLAESEN WYCKOFF HOUSE,
KINGS COUNTY, NEW YORK

Bert Salwen, NYSAAF, Sarah Bridges, and Joel Klein

Metropolitan Chapter

The Pieter Claesen Wyckoff house (Fig. 1), at the intersection of Clarendon Road and Ralph Avenue in East
Flatbush, Brooklyn, New York, may have been built as early as 1639-41 (Bailey 1936:88), although a recent architectural
study suggests a construction date in the 1650's (Trousdale, personal communication). In any case, it has often been cited
as the oldest house in the state. At present, the structure is in a condition of extreme disrepair, and its environs have
undergone considerable recent modification-particularly the deposition of large amounts of fill for road construction over
much of the original ground surface. In 1972, the architectural firm of Oppenheimer, Brady and Associates began a study
of the building and its surroundings as a preliminary step towards its eventual restoration and, possibly, the creation of a
surrounding park covering approximately two acres.
On December 26 and 27, 1972, a short archaeological reconnaissance was made in connection with the
architectural study. This test, limited as it was by lack of funds and a tight time schedule, was designed to accomplish a
limited set of objectives; (1) to test the cultural stratigraphy immediately adjacent to the structure in an effort to expose
one or more 17th century strata, at the same time locating the original 17th century ground surface, and (2) by testing for
a north-south footing ditch, to determine if the present cellar of the house had been constructed in stages or as a single
unit.
During this two-day field session four test cuts were dug and 518 artifactual and other specimens were collected.
The excavations are described below and their locations are shown in Figure 2. The specimens are briefly described in
Appendix A.
Test Excavation No. 1
Test cut No. 1 was excavated in the field to the north of the house (see Fig. 2) in an area, which appeared to
contain little or no recent overburden. It was designed to provide information about the use of this area through time and
to expose, if possible, the 17th century ground level.
Excavation revealed a 3 to 4 in. thick sod layer covering an 8 in. thick layer of brown loam, which, in turn,
overlaid a 6 in. thick layer of orange sand. Below the sand was a glacial till (?) layer of unknown depth.
As shown in Appendix A, very little cultural material was encountered in this excavation unit, almost all of it (7
pieces) in the sod and brown loam. Some plaster fragments were found near the base of the sand zone. The till was
completely sterile. The single dateable specimen was a fragment of 18th century Japanese porcelain. The paucity of
artifactual material suggests that the area on the north side of the house was never intensively used, even though this was
the side that faced the road after the realignment of Canarsie Lane in 1867 (Bailey 1936:91). The nature of the
stratigraphic column indicates that the present ground surface in this area is probably within a few inches of the 17th
century surface.
Test Excavation No. 2
Test cut No. 2 was placed a short distance south of the kitchen wing (see Fig. 2). As with the first test cut, this
excavation was designed to investigate the uses to which this area had been put and to expose the 17th century ground
level.
The stratigraphy encountered in this cut was much more complex than that on the north side of the building (see
Fig. 3). Under a thick heap of very recent overburden was an uneven zone of brown earth containing a great deal of
cinder and artifactual fragments that dated mainly from the 20th century. Below this was a broken "blacktop" surfaceevidently a portion of a driveway-which had been laid over a badly disturbed pavement of red bricks. The bricks had
been set, without mortar, in a bed of yellow clayey sand, which contained artifactual material dating mainly from the
19th and earlier part of the 20th centuries. This overlaid a thin, hard packed layer of dark, sandy earth containing 18th
and 19th century materials, which, in turn,
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Fig. 1. The Pieter Claesen Wyckoff House. Viewed from the northwest. Photograph taken about 1900.
rested on a thin, very dark layer consisting of coal dust and small fragments of coal mixed with earth, and containing
artifactual specimens dating from the late 18th century or earlier.
The coal/earth stratum appeared to lie on a surface, which had been occupied from the late 17th century until
late in the 18th century (see Appendix A). The upper part of this zone was dark brown in color and contained a great deal
of cinder. With increasing depth the color became lighter and the soil became cleaner, until, at about 6 in. below its top, it
had become a clean tan loam (see Fig. 4 for diagrams of specimens from these strata). Two inches farther down a
culturally sterile zone of orange sandy subsoil was reached. Two parallel ruts, 5 ft. apart and approximately 2 in. deep, 6
inches wide at their tops, and "U" shaped in crossection were visible in the top of this layer, running approximately east
to west (see Fig. 3 plan view). These may be wagon tracks, or (less likely?) plow furrows. Further excavation would be
required to determine their true nature.
In any case, it is evident that the area immediately to the south of the house was quite intensively used from the
late 17th century until the structure was abandoned in the late 20th century. The positions of outbuildings in early 20th
century photographs show that this side of the house served as the farmyard at that time. The archaeological data suggest
that it was used in a similar manner from a much earlier time.
It should be pointed out that the earliest materials found in Test Excavation No. 2 date from about 1660-1680.
None of the strata encountered in this cut can be clearly assigned to the 1639-41 time period when, according to at least
some authorities, the first part of the house
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Fig. 3. Test Cut No. 2. Plans and Profile.
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was built, but this is not particularly surprising. Three possible reasons can be suggested: first, a cultural one: Europeanmade objects were relatively scarce and presumably quite precious in the early colonial period, and one would not expect
to find them casually discarded; second, a procedural explanation: because of the condition of the site, it was necessary to
place this excavation before the kitchen wing, which may be a somewhat later addition (see for example, Van Wyck
1924), rather than in front of the original 17th century structure. Further excavation somewhat to the east of Test
Excavation No. 2 might yield at least some earlier 17th century material in this same stratum. Finally, it is quite possible
that, as Trousdale suggests on architectural grounds (personal communication), the first construction took place in about
1652, somewhat later than was previously believed. If this is true, the agreement between structural and artifactual dating
methods becomes quite satisfactory.
Test Excavation No. 3.
This excavation unit, in the cellar of the house (see Fig. 2), was designed to test for the presence of a north-south
footing trench at the point where features of the superstructure suggested the original east wall of the building had been
located. The test proved negative. No trench was found, indicating that the present cellar had been excavated as a single
unit, possibly at the time that the eastern addition was added to the house. However, the test did reveal a large brownearth-filled depression, about 48 in. in diameter and at least 32 in. deep. This may be evidence of a well, dug just to the
east of the original structure before the addition was built, or of a cistern, dug within the cellar at a later date. More
extensive excavation might provide a more conclusive answer.
Only 20th century artifactual specimens were recovered from this cut (see Appendix A).
Test Excavation No. 4.
Another test trench, designed to test subsurface stratigraphy, was begun just south of the lean-to shed attached to
the west wall of the kitchen wing (see Fig. 2). Under 4 to 7 in. of very recent overburden, a concrete slab pavement,
sloping down towards the shed floor, was en countered. The slab was bordered on the south and west by multiple courses
of dry laid red ceramic and concrete brick.Excavation was halted at this level because of lack of time. It is probable that
this surface is a portion of the driveway first encountered in Test Excavation No. 2.
Recommendations
The archaeological activities described above, as brief as they were, successfully uncovered the 17th century
occupation surface in the farmyard of the Wyckoff house, as well as a number of later occupation levels. The ages of the
specimens from the lowest stratum seem to correlate quite well with the estimated age of the original structure as
determined by analysis of architectural features.
If additional archaeological investigation of the site is possible, we would suggest the following procedure.
We propose, first, the excavation of a series of additional test cuts, approximately 10 to 15 in number and similar
in size to those described above, but located at regular intervals on a grid covering the entire extent of the Wyckoff
property. These tests would establish the location of the earlier surfaces at enough points to permit the preparation of a
subsurface contour map, which could guide future grading operations. The early deposits could then be protected from
harm by halting the removal of the overburden at elevations safely above them.
Once the archaeological and historical content of the Wyckoff site had been protected in this way, it would be
possible to begin a long-range archaeological project designed to expose and study large horizontal sections of the early
surfaces. Such a project could be expected to provide unique information about the operation of a Dutch colonial farm; it
would be possible to investigate the location and construction of outbuildings and to obtain large, statistically valid
samples of artifactual materials and food remains which would provide insight into subsistence economy, trade patterns,
and the like. Furthermore, the stratified nature of the deposits in Test Excavation No. 2 suggests that it might be possible
to follow changes in these patterns through almost two hundred and fifty years of development.
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Fig. 4. Selected Specimens from Test Cut No. 2. Stratum 8: a. Yellowware fragment, comb and scallop
decoration, 1670-1775; b. Delftware fragment, English, 1660-1750; c. Porcelain fragment, Chinese " Canton" export
ware, 1792-1850. Stratum 7: d. Clay pipebowl fragment, molded face on front of bowl, rouletted rim. e. Clay pipestem
fragment, Dutch, marked " SP. . ." on one side, "... DA" (Gouda) on other, 18th century.
Since the site would be under the protection of the City of New York; this latter phase of the work could be
carried out over a long period of time. Since only relatively small sections of the property would have to be under
excavation at any particular moment, the archaeological research would not interfere with other activities within the park.
Work of this nature must, of course, be directed by trained specialists in historic al archaeology, but work crews might
well come from classes in history and anthropology at metropolitan area schools, making the site a valuable
archaeological training ground as well as a uniquely important historical document.
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